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Figure S1. Molecular structure of vitamin K1 (VK1), the truncated vitamin K1 model used 
for the DFT calculations (VK1, truncated), vitamin K3 (VK3), and plastoquinone-9 (PQ9). 
The numbering of the molecular positions is given. Cα and Cβ denote the first and second 
carbon atom of the phytyl chain of VK1. 

 

Detailed Material and Methods Section 

Quinone substitution and H/D exchange in the A1 binding site of PS I 

The quinone exchange in the A1 binding site was performed in PS I isolated from 

Synechocystis menB26,1 using fully protonated 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone (VK3-h8) and 

fully deuterated 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone (VK3-d8). The former was obtained 

commercially (Aldrich), while the latter was obtained from H. Zimmermann (MPI für 

Medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg, Germany). The comprehensive description of the 

preparation of VK3-d8 has been given previously.2 

A two hundred fold molar excess of either VK3-h8 or VK3-d8 (30 mM solution in ethanol) 

was added to a 6-12 µM PS I solution (50 mM Tris pH 8.0 with 0.05% n-dodecyl-β-

maltoside) isolated from Synechocystis menB26 mutant cells. Incubation was carried out at 
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room temperature for 4 h with intensive stirring under room light and continued overnight 

in the dark at 4°C. Afterwards, the samples were washed twice with the same buffer to 

remove excess quinone using a 50 kDa Centricon and concentrated to a final volume of 

about 50 µL. 

To achieve a H/D exchange in Synechocystis menB26 PS I samples, a concentrated PS I 

solution (~1 mM Chl) was applied to a NAP-10 column equilibrated with D2O-buffer 

(50 mM Tris pD 8.3, 0.05% n-dodecyl-β-maltoside), and eluted with the same deuterated 

buffer. Afterwards, the quinone exchange against VK3-h8 was performed as described 

above, but using the D2O-buffer (50 mM Tris, pD 8.3, 0.05% β-DM). The sample was 

stirred overnight in the dark at 4°C to allow efficient exchange. 

 

Preparation of PS I samples for EPR spectroscopy on the RP P700
•+ A1

•− 

Samples with PS I from T. elongatus and Synechocystis menB26 contained between 0.1 

and 0.2 mM PS I. Samples were reduced by adding sodium ascorbate solution (to a final 

concentration of 5 mM); after 5 minutes incubation in the dark at 4°C they were quickly 

frozen in liquid nitrogen in the dark. 

 

Preparation of PS I samples for EPR spectroscopy on photoaccumulated A1
•−  

All steps were done under anaerobic conditions. The buffers were degassed and purged 

by argon. About 20 µL solution of trimeric PS I (> 12 mM Chl a) were mixed with 2.5 µL 

1 M glycine buffer pH 10. Fresh sodium dithionite (Fluka, Neu-Ulm) was dissolved in 1 M 

glycine buffer pH 10 (final sodium dithionite concentration 300 mM), and 2.5 µL added to 

the PS I solution. This was followed by 30 minutes dark adaptation at 4°C, to ensure good 

pre-reduction of the iron-sulfur centers,3 and subsequent freezing. Illumination was carried 

out at 200 K by two 150 W halogen lamps from two sides. A water filter, cold glass filter 
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and a concentrated CuSO4 solution were used to minimize IR and UV irradiation. The 

typical illumination time was 5 minutes. For PS I from T. elongatus an additional 

illumination for 10 minutes at 240 K was done. It was found that this increased the amount 

of A1
•− considerably without yielding a significant amount of A0

•−. 

 

EPR spectroscopy 

All EPR and ENDOR experiments were carried out on a Bruker ELEXSYS E580 Q-band 

spectrometer with a Super Q-FT microwave bridge equipped with a home-built ENDOR 

resonator4;5, similar to the one described previously.6 The resonator used for measurements 

of the light-induced RP P700
•+A1

•− contained 12 horizontal slits of 0.3 mm width to allow in 

situ light excitation of the sample (>65% light transmission). Field-swept echo-detected 

(FSE) EPR spectra were recorded using the two-pulse echo sequence (π/2-τ-π-τ-echo), in 

which the echo intensity was registered as a function of the external magnetic field. 

Microwave (MW) pulses of 40 ns (π/2) and 80 ns (π pulse) and τ = 400 ns were used. The 

1H ENDOR spectra were recorded using the Davies ENDOR sequence7 (π-t-π/2-τ-π-τ-

echo) with an inversion π pulse of 200 ns, t = 21 μs, and radiofrequency (RF) π-pulse of 

17 μs and the detection sequence similar to the FSE EPR experiment. One- and two-

dimensional Davies TRIPLE experiments8-10 were performed using the same Davies-type 

ENDOR sequence as described above with the introduction of a second RF pulse of same 

length.  An ENI 3200L (300W) RF amplifier or an AR2500L RF amplifier (Amplifier 

Research) were used for 1H ENDOR/TRIPLE measurements. Light excitation at 532 nm 

was achieved with the Brilliant Laser system from Quantel. It consists of an OPO, type 

Vibrant 355 II, pumped by short (~ 8 ns) light pulses at 355 nm provided by a Nd:YAG 

Laser. The light was coupled into the cavity by an optical fiber with output energy of 

~12 mJ. Field-sweep echo-detected (FSE) EPR and ENDOR spectra were recorded as 
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described above. The Delay After laser Flash (DAF) was 1 µs. For 1H ENDOR 

measurements of the RP the generation of RF pulses and the detection was done by an 

external PC equipped with the SpecMan program11 and an Agilent E4420B RF synthesizer. 

The sequence of MW and RF pulses and the detection was repeated twice 10 ms and 20 ms 

after the Laser flash, to allow subtraction of stationary background signals. An ENI 3200L 

300W RF amplifier was used for these measurements. The Variable Mixing Time (VMT) 

ENDOR experiment12;13 on the RP14 was similar to the Davies type ENDOR experiment. 

An AR2500L RF amplifier (Amplifier Research) was used. Details of the VMT ENDOR 

experiments have been described previously.14 All pulse EPR and ENDOR spectra of the 

RP were corrected for the stationary background spectra recorded 10 ms after the Laser 

flash. 

Transient Q-band EPR measurements of the RP P700
•+A1

•− were done with the same 

spectrometer using the direct detection method.15-17 

 

Spectral simulations 

Stationary radicals 

The spin Hamiltonian for the case of an electron spin S = ½ and nuclear spins Ii has the 

form 
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where B0 is the external magnetic field, g is the electronic g-tensor, Ai and Qi correspond to 

the hyperfine (hfc) and quadrupole (nq) tensors of nucleus i, respectively. µB is the Bohr 

magneton, µN and gN are the nuclear magneton and g-factor of corresponding nuclei. For 

nuclei with spin I = 1/2 the quadrupolar term in Eq. S1 is zero. The frequencies and 

probabilities of EPR and ENDOR transitions are derived from Eq. S1 by application of the 
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selection rules ΔMS = 1 and ΔMI = 0, and ΔMS = 0 and ΔMI = 1 for allowed EPR and 

ENDOR transitions, respectively. Since paramagnetic centers of a frozen solution sample 

are randomly oriented, the EPR spectra are obtained by summation of signals from all 

orientations. For the correct calculation of the EPR spectra the strongly coupled protons 

were included. The ENDOR experiments are performed at a specific magnetic field. Due to 

the finite width of the microwave pulses, only part of the EPR spectrum is excited. This 

effect (orientation selection) has to be taken into account to correctly estimate the impact of 

different transitions on the final ENDOR spectra.18-20 The orientation selectivity of MW 

pulses in ENDOR was accounted for by i) inclusion of the strongly coupled protons in the 

spin Hamiltonian, ii) manual specification of the excitation width of pulses, comparable 

with the EPR linewidth. All data processing routines and simulations were done in 

MatlabTM environment.21 EPR spectra were simulated using the EasySpin software package 

(version 2.7.1).22 For ENDOR and TRIPLE simulations the EasySpin package together with 

home-written routines was used. Both EPR and ENDOR simulations were done 

simultaneously to increase the precision of the determination parameters. The ENDOR 

signatures of every nucleus were obtained separately and then summed with appropriate 

weight coefficients. A manual fit of experimental data was used in all cases. 

 

The spin-polarized RP P700
•+A1

•− 

The simulations of the EPR spectra of the spin-polarized radical pair P700
•+A1

•−  were 

done with the program of Salikhov and coworkers23-25 (in MatlabTM environment21). The 

protons of the methyl group were included in the simulation.  

Simulations of the ENDOR spectra of the spin-polarized RP P700
•+A1

•− were done using 

similar procedures as for stationary radicals.2 
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DFT calculations of VK1
•– and VK3

•– in the A1
 binding site (A-branch) 

The coordinates of the A-branch A1 binding site were taken from the X-ray crystal 

structure of PS I from T. elongatus (PDB entry 1JB0).26 DFT calculations were performed 

for two different model systems, the first containing the quinone VK1 (with a truncated 

phytyl chain; Figure S1), and the second one containing the quinone VK3 (Figure 1 or S1). 

In case of VK3 in the A1 binding site the same starting structure was chosen, while the 

phytyl chain was replaced by a hydrogen atom. 

The smallest feasible system of the protein surrounding was chosen. It has been shown 

previously, that hydrogen bonding to quinones has to be explicitly taken into account in 

DFT calculations, since it has considerable influence on the electronic structure of the 

quinone.2;4;27-35 The peptide nitrogen of the leucine residue PsaA-L722 is involved in 

hydrogen bonding to the quinone oxygen O4. Hence, this leucine and the alanine (PsaA-

A721) preceding it was partially included. The side chain of the leucine residue was 

replaced by a methyl group, while the NH2 and the CH3 groups of the alanine were replaced 

by hydrogen atoms (see Figure 5). Other nearby residues were not included, since the 

interactions between them and the quinone are assumed to be of less importance. 

A restricted geometry optimization was performed for both model systems. The 

orientation of the leucine with respect to the quinone was kept frozen, while the H-bond 

length was not fixed. This was realized by fixing (i) the distance between the carbonyl 

oxygen O4 and the leucine nitrogen atom, (ii) the angle between C4, O4, and the leucine 

nitrogen atom, and (iii) the dihedral angle between C3, C4, O4, and the leucine nitrogen 

atom. In addition, the orientation of the phytyl chain was fixed in case of VK1 (the dihedral 

angle Cβ-Cα-C3-C2 was kept constant, see Figure S1). All other geometrical parameters 

were fully optimized. The B3LYP density functional36-38 was used in combination with the 

Dunning-Huzinaga basis set, which was augmented by polarization and diffuse functions 
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from the same authors.39 Geometry optimizations were performed with the Gaussian 03 

program.40 Additional restricted geometry optimizations were performed for the same 

model systems containing neutral quinones. 

The optimized geometries obtained were the input for single point calculations, which 

provided the spectroscopic parameters. These calculations were performed with the 

program package ORCA.41 The B3LYP functional was used in combination with the EPR-

II basis set, which was developed for an accurate calculation of magnetic properties.42 The 

g-values were calculated employing the coupled-perturbed Kohn-Sham equations,43 in 

conjunction with a parameterized one electron spin-orbit operator.44-46 The magnetic dipole 

and the isotropic Fermi contact hfc were calculated for all atoms. To account for the 

rotation of the methyl groups, additional single point calculations were performed with 

several methyl group rotation angles. All raw hyperfine matrices obtained were summed; 

afterwards, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues were determined. DFT single point 

calculations were also performed using COSMO47 to account for dielectric screening effects 

of the protein surrounding.  
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Expanded Results Section 

The spin-polarized RP P700
•+ A1

•− 

The principal g-values obtained from simulation of the transient EPR spectra (data not 

shown) are given in Table S1. The principal g-values obtained from simulation of the pulse 

EPR spectra of photoaccumulated A1
•− in PS I from T. elongatus are also provided. They 

are in good agreement with the g-values determined in several previous studies.48-53 

Table S1. Principal g-values of the photoaccumulated radical anion A1
•− (values in 

parentheses) and A1
•− in the RP P700

•+A1
•−.  

 Quinone gx  gy  gz giso 

T. elongatus VK1 
(2.0063) 

2.0062 

(2.0051) 

2.0051 

(2.0023) 

2.0022 

(2.0046) 

2.0045 

Syn. menB mutant PQ9 2.0067 2.0051 2.0022 2.0047 

Syn. menB mutant VK3-d8 2.0063 2.0051 2.0024 2.0046 

Syn. menB mutant VK3-h8 2.0063 2.0051 2.0024 2.0046 

DFT on A1 (H-bonded) VK1 (truncated) 2.0073 2.0055 2.0022 2.0050 

DFT on A1 (H-bonded) VK3 2.0073 2.0050 2.0022 2.0048 

The error in the determination of the principal g-values is ± 0.00015. The g-tensor of P700
•+ (gx = 2.0031, gy = 

2.0026, gz = 2.0023) and the interaction tensor (D = 170 µT, J = 1 µT) are the same as determined 
previously.48 The principal axes of the g-tensor are expected to be collinear with the molecular axes system 
given in Figure 1c. 

 

In Figure S2 the pulse Q-band EPR spectra and 1H ENDOR spectra of A1
•− in 

photoaccumulated samples (a) and in RP samples (b) of PS I from T. elongatus, and of RP 

samples of PS I from Synechocystis menB26 substituted with VK1 (c), VK3-h8 (d), VK3-

d8 (e), and PQ9 (f) in the A1 binding site are presented. The spectral positions at which the 

ENDOR spectra were recorded are marked in the respective EPR spectrum.  
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Figure S2: Pulse Q-band EPR (left) and 1H ENDOR spectra (right) recorded at the low 
field edge of the EPR spectrum of A1

•− in photoaccumulated and RP PS I samples. The 
spectral positions at which the ENDOR spectra were recorded are marked in the respective 
EPR spectrum. The largest component of the H-bond proton signal (A||) is marked by a 
dotted line for better visualization. Note that the ENDOR spectra of the RP samples are 
only presented as absorptive ENDOR lines to facilitate comparison with the ENDOR 
spectrum of the photoaccumulated radical anion. (a) Photoaccumulated A1

•− in T. elongatus 
PS I; (b) RP in T. elongatus PS I; (c) RP in PS I from Synechocystis menB26 with VK1 in 
the A1 binding site; (d) RP in menB mutant PS I with VK3-h8 in the A1 binding site; (e) RP 
in PS I from Synechocystis menB26 with VK3-d8 in the A1 binding site; (f) RP in PS I from 
Synechocystis menB26 with PQ9 in the A1 binding site. The signals of the impurity (from 
~3% non-deuterated VK3) are marked with asterisks. 
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The chlorophyll radical anion A0
•− 

As described previously, the stationary radical anion A1
•− can be generated by the 

photoaccumulation procedure.54;55 The PS I complexes are treated with sodium dithionite (a 

reducing agent), are subsequently incubated at 4°C in the dark for 30 minutes, and then 

frozen. This treatment leads to a partial reduction of the FeS-clusters, but not of A1.3 The 

illumination of the frozen sample results in charge separation; in the charge separated state, 

the radical cation P700
•+ can be reduced by the reductant, if the temperature is not too low 

(≥ 200 K). This leads to the generation of a stationary radical anion A1
•− (termed also 

photoaccumulated A1
•−). To obtain a sufficient amount of A1

•− in the sample, the 

illumination takes usual several minutes. The charge separation in PS I complexes, with a 

photoaccumulated radical anion A1
•− already present, can lead to the generation of the Chl 

radical anion A0
•−, which precedes A1 in the electron transfer chain.54;56;57 Hence, it is vital 

for a thorough analysis of the 1H ENDOR spectra of photoaccumulated A1
•−, to (i) to 

minimize the amount of A0
•− in the A1

•− samples and (ii) to identify 1H ENDOR lines that 

belong to the Chl radical anion A0
•−.  

Previous 1H ENDOR studies on A0
•− in PS I samples from several organisms have shown, 

that some hfcs of A0
•− are larger than any of the hfcs of A1

•−.58-61 These lines can therefore 

be considered as markers for the presence of A0
•−. A variety of ENDOR lines arising from 

protons with smaller hfcs, which overlap with the ENDOR lines of A1
•−, has also been 

reported.58-61 We performed ENDOR measurements on several photoaccumulated PS I 

samples under the same experimental conditions which were used for the ENDOR 

experiments on photoaccumulated A1
•−. 
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EPR and ENDOR spectra were recorded on two samples of T. elongatus PS I using 

different photoaccumulation conditions. The first sample was illuminated only 5 minutes 

using the illumination setup mentioned above. These conditions should result in an almost 

pure A1
•– sample. 

 
Figure S3. Comparison of pulse Q-band 1H ENDOR spectra recorded on different 
photoaccumulated PS I samples from T. elongatus (T = 80 K). The top insert shows the FSE 
detected EPR spectrum of the ‘pure’ A1

•– sample. The bottom insert shows the FSE detected 
EPR spectrum of the sample with an A1

•− /A0
•− mixture (solid line). For comparison, the 

EPR spectrum of (a) is also shown (dashed line). The field positions, at which the presented 
ENDOR spectra were measured, are marked with letters. (a) A1

•− in T. elongatus PS I (close 
to the gz spectral position, see insert); (b) A1

•− /A0
•− mixture in T. elongatus PS I (close to 

the gz spectral position, see insert for position); (c) A1
•− /A0

•− mixture in T. elongatus PS I 
(same sample as b), see insert for position) 
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The ENDOR spectrum of this sample, recorded close to the gz spectral position, is shown 

in Figure S3, spectrum (a). The second PS I sample was chemically treated identically but 

illuminated without glass filters (higher light intensity) at 240 K for 30 minutes. Under 

these conditions an accumulation of A0
•− additional to A1

•− is likely.54 The comparison of 

the Q-band EPR spectra of these two samples (see bottom insert of Figure S3) confirms the 

presence of an additional photoaccumulated radical in the PS I sample. The subtraction of 

the two EPR spectra results in an inhomogenously broadened EPR line (LWfwhm ~ 22 G, g ~ 

2.0037, not shown). This is typical for Chl a anion radicals like A0
•−.54;58;61;62 

An ENDOR spectrum of this sample recorded close to the gz spectral position is shown in 

Figure S3, spectrum (b). This spectrum closely resembles (a), but shows three additional 

ENDOR line pairs (numbered 1/1’, 2/2’, and 3/3’). Spectrum (c) in Figure S3 shows the 

ENDOR spectrum at a magnetic field, where the contribution of A1
•− is expected to be very 

small, while A0
•− will still show some contribution to the ENDOR spectrum due to its larger 

EPR linewidth (see Figure S3, bottom insert). The ENDOR lines of A1
•− are present, but 

exhibit quite low intensity. In contrast, the three line pairs visible in spectrum (b) are 

dominating the ENDOR spectrum (c). The comparative analysis of the three ENDOR 

spectra clearly identifies these three line pairs being due to the presence of A0
•−.i Line pair 

1/1’ is very broad. The more narrow line pair (2/2’) is due to protons with a hfc in the range 

of 13 MHz, probably from methyl groups of the Chl a molecule.58;61 One quite intense line 

pair (3/3’) with a hfc of about 4.8 MHz is also observed. Lines arising from more weakly 

coupled protons overlap with the residual, but narrow single-crystal-like ENDOR signals of 

                                                 
i It should be noted, that during the photoaccumulation procedure also other chlorophyll molecules might be 
reduced and contribute to the EPR and ENDOR spectra. Under our experimental conditions they are probably 
indistinguishable from A0

•−.  
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A1
•−. Further measurements on various PS I samples from different organisms and 

preparation were also performed, and will be discussed in a future paper.63  

From our analysis it can be concluded, that A0
•− contamination in PS I from T. elongatus 

manifests itself mainly with a broad line pair with hfcs of about 13 MHz, and at least one 

more narrow and intense line pair (3/3’) with hfcs about 4.8 MHz, and the A1
•− sample from 

T. elongatus PS I used in this work contains a negligible amount of A0
•−. 

The attempts to prepare photoaccumulated A1
•− samples using PS I from Synechocystis 

menB26 substituted with VK3-h8 and VK3-d8 with a negligible amount of A0
•− were not 

successful. A severe contribution of A0
•− was always observed (data not shown). This was 

already previously found for this mutant.53;64 In fact, even photoaccumulated samples of 

PS I from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 wild type also contained a small amount of A0
•−.63 

Only from PS I isolated from T. elongatus, A1
•− samples could be prepared with a 

negligible amount of A0
•−. However, as shown above, also in PS I from this organism a 

significant amount of A0
•− can be created under certain experimental conditions. This 

apparent problem with A0
•− contamination in quinone substituted samples could only be 

circumvented by the use of RP samples. In several previous ENDOR studies of 

photoaccumulated A1
•−, low intensity signals arising from protons with hfcs in the range of 

12-14 MHz and 4.8 MHz were assigned to the H-bond proton in A1
•−.53;65-70 In view of the 

findings presented here, those assignments have to be critically re-considered. This is 

discussed in detail in the main article in the discussion section related to the H-bond.  
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Determination of the signs of hyperfine coupling constants 

The signs of hfcs represent essential information about the spin system. Two different 

methods for the determination of hfc signs were used in this: Variable mixing time (VMT) 

ENDOR12-14 experiments were performed on the RP P700
•+A1

•−, while electron-nuclear-

nuclear triple resonance (TRIPLE)8-10 was used for the photoaccumulated A1
•− . 

 

Variable Mixing Time (VMT) ENDOR measurements on the RP 

Variable Mixing Time (VMT) ENDOR experiments were performed to determine the 

absolute signs of the proton hfcs. This relaxation based method has been described in detail 

in our previous paper.14 It is based on the strong non-Boltzmann population of the 

electronic levels in the spin-polarized RP and the different life times of the electronic levels. 

Directly after creation of the RP P700
•+A1

•– only the electronic states that carry some singlet 

character are populated.71;72 These levels decay faster than the electronic states with have 

only triplet character. This was also found the spin-polarized RP in bacterial photosynthetic 

reaction centers.73;74 In a VMT ENDOR experiment, the detection part of the Davies 

ENDOR sequence is shifted away from the RF pulse (Figure S4) by a time tmix, which is in 

the order of the decay of the faster decaying RP states (some tens of µs). As a result 

ENDOR transitions of a nucleus in the fast decaying state become less intense as compared 

to ENDOR transitions in the slow relaxing state. For the RP P700
•+A1

•− at Q-band this 

approximation is only valid for the low field edge. This means for a proton (gN > 0) in the 

weak hyperfine coupling limit (|A/2| < νH ): (i) the ENDOR spectrum is symmetric around 

νH, (ii) all ENDOR lines exhibit the same polarization (emissive, since the EPR signal is 

also emissive). In the VMT experiment the low frequency ENDOR transition of a proton 

with a positive hfc will be more diminished in amplitude than the high frequency ENDOR 

transition. For a proton with a negative hfc the ENDOR amplitude will behave in the 
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opposite fashion. A RP VMT ENDOR experiment on T. elongatus PS I is shown in Figure 

S4. It is particular useful when applied at spectral positions were only A1
•− is observed with 

purely emissive or absorptive ENDOR spectra. At the low field wing single crystal-like 

ENDOR spectra are observed, which show only emissive ENDOR lines. Hence, this 

magnetic field position is well suited for the VMT experiment. 

 

Figure S4. Variable mixing time (VMT) pulse Q-band 1H ENDOR spectra recorded at the 
low field edge on the RP in PS I from T. elongatus (T = 80 K). tDAF = delay after Laser 
flash, tDD = delay after the Laser Flash to the beginning of the detection sequence, tmix = 
time after the end of the RF pulse to the beginning of the detection sequence. ). The insert 
shows schematically the three sequences used to obtain the spectra. For details, see ref. 14. E 
= emission, A = absorption. (a) Standard Davies ENDOR spectrum recorded with tDAF = 1 
µs and a delay of 3 µs between the end of the RF pulse and the detection sequence 
(tDD = 14 µs). The numbering of the lines is the same as in Figure S2. (b) Green spectrum: 
VMT ENDOR spectrum recorded with tDAF = 1 µs and a delay of 43 µs (tmix) between the 
end of the RF pulse and the detection sequence (tDD = 54 µs). (c) Black spectrum: Davies 
ENDOR spectrum recorded with 41 µs DAF and a delay of 3 µs between the end of the RF 
pulse and the detection sequence (tDD = 54 µs). The signs of the hfcs of selected lines are 
given on the spectrum (b). 
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Spectrum (a) shows a ENDOR spectrum using the standard Davies ENDOR sequence 

(tDAF = 1 µs, tDD = 14 µs). The black spectrum (b) (control) was recorded with the same 

sequence as in spectrum (a), but tDAF was increased from 1µs to 41 µs (tDAF = 41 µs, tDD = 

54 µs). For the green spectrum (b) the 3 µs delay was increased to 43 µs (tDAF = 1 µs, tDD = 

54 µs). All other parameters like MW and RF pulses were kept the same for all 

measurements. The spectra (a) and (b) are essentially the same spectrum. The hfcs in the 

ENDOR spectra are not dependent on tDD (this was found for all PS I samples investigated 

here). Spectrum (b) exhibits, however, marked intensity changes. Line pair 1/1’ shows the 

VMT induced asymmetry characteristics for protons with positive hfc (less intense low-

frequency line). In case of line pair 2/2’ only a weak effect is observed. This may be due to 

different relaxation times. The opposite behavior as for the line pair 1/1’ is found for the 

line pair 4/4’, which indicates a negative sign of the hfc. This corroborates the assignment 

of this hfc to an α-proton of the benzene ring. The inner lines show less pronounced effects. 

The overlap with signals from protons with different signs of the hfcs probably causes this 

problem. However, a careful analysis reveals that the hfcs of the protons associated with the 

(narrow) signals 7/7’, 8/8’ and 10/10’ have negative signs.  

A closer inspection of spectrum (a) shows already here some intensity asymmetry for 

signals originating from hfcs with different signs. It can be concluded that the relatively 

long time of the RF pulse (9 µs) already induces a VMT-type intensity asymmetry in the 

‘normal’ ENDOR spectrum. This is even more prominent for all other ENDOR spectra that 

were recorded with longer (17 µs) RF pulses. 
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VMT ENDOR experiments were performed on the low field edge of the RP of 

Synechocystis menB26 PS I substituted with VK3-h8 and VK3-d8 as well (Figures S5 and S6, 

respectively).  

 
Figure S5. Variable mixing time (VMT) pulse Q-band 1H ENDOR spectra recorded  at the 
low field edge (close to gx spectral position) on the RP of PS I from Synechocystis menB26 
substituted with VK3-h8 (T = 80 K). (a) Standard Davies ENDOR spectrum recorded with 
tDAF = 1 µs and a delay of 3 µs between the end of the RF pulse and the detection sequence 
(tDD = 14 µs). (b) Green spectrum: VMT ENDOR spectrum recorded with tDAF = 1 µs and a 
delay of 43 µs (tmix) between the end of the RF pulse and the detection sequence 
(tDD = 54 µs). (c) Black spectrum: Davies ENDOR spectrum recorded with 41 µs DAF and 
a delay of 3 µs between the end of the RF pulse and the detection sequence (tDD = 54 µs). 

 

It was confirmed for VK3-h8 substituted in Synechocystis menB26  PS I that the line pair 

1/1’ assigned to the methyl group protons has a positive hfc. The line pair 3/3’ is associated 

with a negative hfc, but the response it quite weak. This might be due to different relaxation 

times. The line pair 4/4’ shows a strong response, typical for a negative hfc. The hfc 

associated with line pair 7/7’ is negative, too. For the signals associated with smaller hfcs 

no clear effect was observed.  

In Synechocystis menB26 PS I substituted with VK3-d8 the line pair 2, 2’ was found to 

arise from a proton with a positive hfc. The VMT ENDOR effect of the line pairs 6/6’ and 
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8/8’ indicates for both a positive sign. It is important to note, that the positive hfc signs 

exclude the possibility that one of these ENDOR lines is due to the A⊥
 component of the H-

bond proton. The analysis of the smaller hfcs is complicated since the observed effects are 

rather small. 

 
Figure S6. Variable mixing time (VMT) pulse Q-band 1H ENDOR spectra recorded at the 
low field edge (close to the gx spectral position) on the RP of PS I from Synechocystis 
menB26 substituted with VK3-d8 (T = 80 K). (a)  Standard Davies ENDOR spectrum 
recorded with tDAF = 1 µs and a delay of 3 µs between the end of the RF pulse and the 
detection sequence (tDD = 14 µs). (b)  Green spectrum: VMT ENDOR spectrum recorded 
with tDAF = 1 µs and a delay of 43 µs (tmix) between the end of the RF pulse and the 
detection sequence (tDD = 54 µs). (c)  Black spectrum: Overlay of spectrum a. 
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TRIPLE measurements 

In order to determine the signs of the hfcs in photoaccumulated A1
•−, electron-nuclear-

nuclear TRIPLE resonance was used. Figure S7 presents the ENDOR and one-dimensional 

(1D) difference TRIPLE spectra of the photoaccumulated radical anion A1
•−, recorded at 

two different spectral positions.  

 
Figure S7. Pulse Q-band 1H ENDOR spectra (black) and one-dimensional difference 
TRIPLE spectra (blue) recorded on A1

•− in T. elongatus PS I at two different spectral 
positions, gx to gy (spectra (b) and (c)) and close to gz (spectra (d) and (e)) at 80 K. The 
pulse ENDOR spectrum recorded at the low field edge (g > gx ; red spectrum (a)) is also 
shown. The arrows mark the RF pumping frequency (low frequency ENDOR transition of 
the methyl group protons). The asterisks mark ENDOR lines which are due to the 
contaminating radical anion A0

•− (see discussion above). 
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The low frequency ENDOR transition of the methyl group protons was used in both cases 

as the pumping frequency (marked with an arrow), since it is well separated from the other 

ENDOR lines and its hfc sign is known. Since the methyl group proton hfc is positive, 

signals from other positive hfcs are expected to be visible in the low frequency region of the 

ENDOR spectrum (νRF < νH), while negative hfcs will be observed in the high frequency 

region of the ENDOR spectrum (νRF > νH). At the gz spectral position, a single crystal type 

ENDOR spectrum is observed (ENDOR spectrum (d), difference TRIPLE spectrum (e)). 

The two lines 3’ and 4’ show a strong response in the high frequency region, hence it is 

concluded that both hfcs have negative signs. In the low frequency part of the spectrum a 

broad signal with a hfc of ~ +1.6 MHz is observed. Surprisingly at first glance, emissive 

features are observed. This is not a special feature of the difference TRIPLE spectra of A1
•−, 

but has been also observed for the quinone radical anions in organic solvent (data not 

shown) and in other systems.5;75;76 This “indirect TRIPLE effect” has been explained in 

terms of relaxation processes during the time interval used between inversion and 

detection.5;75;76 

In the difference TRIPLE spectrum recorded close to the gx orientation (c), the orientation 

selection in the EPR spectrum is worse, as can be seen from the powder ENDOR pattern of 

the methyl group hfc tensor. However, a further orientation selection is achieved in the 

difference TRIPLE spectrum, since the narrow RF pumping π-pulse excites more molecules 

close to gx spectral position. Hence, an ENDOR spectrum recorded at the low field edge     

(spectrum a) is shown to facilitate the comparison. 

The broad line pair 2/2’ shows no clear response, while line pair 4/4’ shows the behavior 

typical for protons with negative hfcs. A very strong response is observed from the sum of 

the line pairs 7/7’ and 8/8’. Both have negative hfc. Also line pair 10/10’ arises from a 
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proton with a negative hfc. These results agree nicely with the VMT ENDOR experiments 

described above. 

 

DFT calculations 

The asymmetric H-bonding of the quinone has a drastic effect on the calculated spin 

populations of the carbon and oxygen atoms involved as compared to a symmetric H-

bonding situation (e.g. in frozen 2-propanol solution). The spin populations for VK1
•– and 

VK3
•– are given in Table S2. The shifts of spin densities are also reflected in the hfcs of the 

respective carbon (13C) and oxygen (17O) atoms (Tables S3-S6). The DFT calculations 

performed using COSMO47 delivered results in close agreement with the ones presented 

below (data not shown). 

 

Table S2: Comparison of calculated Mulliken spin populations of the (ring) carbon and 
oxygen atoms in VK1

•− (truncated phytyl chain) and in VK3
•– in the A1 binding site of PS I 

(hydrogen bonded by peptide nitrogen of leucine PsaA-L722) and in organic solvents 
(hydrogen bonded to four 2-propanol molecules).2 The numbering follows Figure1 and S1. 

  O1 O4 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

A1 0.25 0.20 0.05 0.17 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.07 0.02 
VK1 

4 IP 0.20 0.21 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 

A1 0.25 0.20 0.06 0.16 0.04 0.15 0.02 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.06 0.03 
VK3 

4 IP 0.21 0.20 0.14 0.11 0.08 0.13 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 
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Table S3. Calculated 13C hyperfine coupling constants (MHz) of VK1
•– (truncated phytyl 

chain) in the A1 binding site of PS I. The numbering follows Figures 1 and S1. 
13C atom Ax Ay Az aiso 

1 -15.26 -18.98 +1.77 -10.83 

2 -5.06 -4.85 +32.78 +7.62 

3 -10.53 -11.34 +1.20 -6.89 

4 -9.73 -12.18 +32.74 +3.61 

5 -2.08 -1.15 +2.19 -0.35 

6 -2.14 -1.88 +0.13 -1.30 

7 -0.44 -0.10 +9.18 +2.91 

8 -4.11 -2.96 -6.57 -4.55 

9 -5.21 -4.79 +9.29 -0.24 

10 -9.19 -8.57 -2.31 -6.69 

–CH3 -7.01 -5.83 -6.94 -6.59 

–CH2– -2.81 -1.84 -3.03 -2.56 
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Table S4. Calculated 13C hyperfine coupling constants of VK3
•– in the A1 binding site of 

PS I (MHz). The numbering follows Figures 1 and S1. 
13C atom Ax Ay Az aiso 

1 -15.22 -18.98 +3.34 -10.29 

2 -5.17 -4.84 +33.33 +7.77 

3 -10.74 -11.6 +1.96 -6.79 

4 -9.95 -12.58 +27.06 +1.51 

5 -2.33 -1.39 +0.83 -0.96 

6 -1.81 -1.54 +1.61 -0.58 

7 -0.58 -0.19 +7.98 +2.40 

8 -3.87 -2.72 -5.51 -4.03 

9 -5.61 -5.14 +7.93 -0.94 

10 -8.26 -7.68 -0.24 -5.395 

–CH3 -6.89 -5.73 -6.86 -6.49 

 
Table S5. Calculated 17O hyperfine coupling constants of VK1

•– (truncated phytyl chain) in 
the A1 binding site of PS I (MHz). The numbering follows Figures 1 and S1. 

17O atom Ax Ay Az aiso 

1 +18.08 +17.57 -94.29 -19.55 

4 +13.43 +12.69 -78.99 -17.62 

 

Table S6. Calculated 17O hyperfine coupling constants of VK3
•– in the A1 binding site of 

PS I (MHz). The numbering follows Figures 1 and S1. 
17O atom Ax Ay Az aiso 

1 +18.79 +18.22 -95.41 +18.79 

4 +14.08 +13.34 -81.22 +14.08 
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The molecular g-tensors were also calculated. The principal values are summarized 

in Table S1. While the gy and gz values are reasonably predicted by the DFT calculations, 

the typical overestimation of the gx component of quinone radicals was found. This is due to 

the neglect of the environment and inherent errors in the approximate DFT approach.4;27-

30;77-79 

There have been previous DFT calculations on the quinone in the A1 binding site which 

also reported the proton hfcs.31;69 Unfortunately, in one case the unrestricted geometry 

optimization resulted in a erroneous short H-bond69, while the calculations of O’Malley31 

were done before the crystal structure of PS I was known. Thus, in the work of O’Malley a 

different orientation of the phytyl chain was chosen and methyl imidazole has been selected 

as H-bond donor, using a different orientation than that found in the crystal structure of 

PS I. It is also expected that the geometry optimization performed in the present work will 

yield more accurate results due to the use of DFT in combination with a sophisticated basis 

set, while O’Malley used a semi-empirical Hamiltonian (PM3). However, those studies also 

found that an asymmetric H-bond produces an odd alternant distribution of the π-spin 

density. These effects were also reflected in the calculated proton hfc tensors. Furthermore, 

an increased isotropic hfc was found for the methyl group in case of asymmetric H-

bonding. The results obtained in these previous works are qualitatively in line with the 

results presented here. 
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